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As composed of Chinese character,Chinese traditional calligraphy is Chinese 
nation's cultural treasure,it has fully manifested Han nationality's aesthetic thought 
and the spiritual characteristic, it is one of most national characteristics traditional 
art.  as the most unique art forms and cultural symbol of a Chinese tradional 
culture ,it profoundly reflects Chinese's unique culture psychology,the cultural 
structure and the spiritual pursuit of Chinese people. The Chinese calligraphy is not 
only a kind of visual arts, but also a cultural phenomenon, its manifesting China 
traditional culture essence. In its process of evolution and development, it 
inextricably involved with China traditional culture. 
As same as other art form ,the Chinese calligraphy art has the sociality, belongs 
to the social ideology, it is rooted in the social life. The reason why Chinese 
calligraphy became an important art form is that,it has deep blood relationship with 
Chinese tradition religion ,philosophy,social psychology, political idea, esthetic 
consciousness, thinking mode and ethics ideas. 
As the skeleton,Confucianism, Buddhism and Taoism constitute the basic 
pattern of traditional Chinese culture, Confucianism is major part, Buddhism and 
Taoism supplemented, Chinese culture thought is the soul of the Chinese 
calligraphy.The Chinese character and writing brush's particularity has provided the 
material and the shaping carrier for the Chinese calligraphy,But cause writing of 
Chinese characters eventually became the art form is the infiltration of Chinese 
culture and thinking. 
Taoism is a religion inherent in China, now has 1800 years of history. It is 
closely connected with the Chinese local culture,deeply rooted in thefertile soil of 
China,with distinctive Chinese characteristics,it has had a profound impact on 
various aspects of Chinese culture .every mature religion in the world has a complete 
set of symbol system to express their  sacred world , these symbols embody the 
















heavy historical and cultural heritage, but also embodies the best characteristics of 
traditional Chinese culture.Taoism most remarkable characteristic is that it expresses 
its religious ideas and the ancestor religious doctrine principle through the unique 
symbolism. In this process, Taoism will borrow the Chinese tradition writing art 
calligraphy to serve its religious purpose ,this will display the symbolism which 
prominently will be in sole possession in Taoism Fu lu and Taoist seal these two 
Taoist symbolic system.This article will inspect relations between Taoism and the 
Chinese calligraphy and their mutual influence from historical, the 
symbolic ,philosophy spirit  these several aspects. 
This article is divided five parts, the first part is an introduction, mainly 
describs present research situation on this topic and explanation and definition of 
main related concept also research ideas and method. 
The first chapter《 the historical relationship between Taoism and chinese 
calligraphy 》took Wei Jin Southern and Northern Dynasties as a specific historical 
period tostudyrelationship between theTaoistcharactersand Chinesecalligraphy, Chin
ese calligrapher and the Taoism. 
The second chapter 《the Taoist philosophy and the spirit of calligraphy》 make 
an analogy to Chinaese religious philosophy spirit and the Chinese calligraphy from 
image spirit, relationship of body and spirit , imitation of nature three aspects. 
The third chapter《Art of Taoist Fulu》inspects origin of Taoist FuLu ,general 
theory ,material,technique of Taoist FuLu and structure and esthetics characteristic 
of Taoist Fu Lu. 
The fourth chapter《Overview of Taoist seal》  elaborates Taoist seal’ 
origin,Taoist seal 's construction, Taoist seal sacrificial offering and the use and 
Taoist seal 's artistic feature, take representative of Taoist seal as the example to 
demonstrat Taoist seal ’s characteristic and the function, finally tabulates the Taoist 
seal compiled the in the《Taoist canon》. 
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